Effects of visual stimulus complexity on event-related brain potentials and viewing duration in a free-viewing task.
The anterior N2 is a component of the event-related brain potential (ERP) elicited by visual novel stimuli. Previous studies have reported that the stimuli that were viewed for longer periods of time elicited a larger anterior N2 than the stimuli viewed for shorter periods of time. To scrutinize this relationship between the ERP and viewing duration in response to visual materials, 18 university students were asked to look at various random polygons one-by-one for as long as they wished. ERPs time-locked to stimulus onset were averaged separately for three levels of complexity (12-, 24-, and 48-sided polygons). We found that the more complex the stimulus, the larger the anterior negativity (N2, 200-300 ms) and the posterior positivity (late positive potential [LPP], 400-800 ms), and the longer the viewing duration. However, when ERPs were calculated separately for the stimuli viewed for longer or shorter than the median viewing time of each participant at each complexity level, no amplitude differences were found in either component. These results suggest that the previously reported correlation between the anterior N2 and visual duration is spurious and produced by a third variable, namely, the perceptual demand of the eliciting stimulus such as complexity.